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OMC CALENDAR

--Tuesday, October 5 at 7pm PDT: HALLOWEEN SPECIAL (see below) (Virtual
Doors Open at 6:30pm)

--Tuesday, November 2- SHAWN FARQUHAR Virtual Lecture- After producing the
PCAM Virtual Convention, Shawn will offer a jam-packed lectures.
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--Tuesday, December 7- OMC Members Magic Contest- Cash Prizes and First
Prize Trophy. Info here.

DOES ANYONE READ THIS?

We had exactly zero responses to the request for some members to help with simple advice to improve
our website and post videos. I guess one of the Board members was correct in saying none of our
members have those skills.  Prove him wrong.
Thanks,
Gary Meyer, Editor garymeyeredf@gmail.com.

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL X 4 --- Tuesday, October 5 at 7pm-- Virtual Doors open at 6:30- Join
us early to welcome new members. It will be recorded for member viewing at a later date.

October is the time of year when we like all things scary.
Christian Cagigal is returning on Tuesday, October 5 for a very special Halloween meeting with
conversations, theory, ideas and the teaching of  magic effects.  Last year he brought us Todd Robbins, David
Parr and Paul Draper  and this year we have another stellar line-up.

His featured guests are:

Tiffany Allen - the modern day Georgia Wonder

Named by Vanish Magazine “The New Georgia Wonder”, Tiffany Allen has
devoted the last decade towards resurrecting a performance long
forgotten by history known as The Georgia Wonder Act. Tiffany has won
multiple magic awards, is a regular featured performer at numerous magic
and bizarre conventions, as well as a proud member of the exclusive
group Sleight Club in Charlotte, NC. Dig deeper with Tiffany on a variety of
podcasts.

Tiffany will share her life in magic, bizarre, and researching the Georgia
Wonder, as well as give a special performance.

Joe Diamond – Mind Reader and Magician
Joe has appeared on NETFLIX, WGN, ABC, The Today Show, and
Showtime. For ten years, he was part of “The Magic Cabaret” with David
Parr, Chicago’s longest running weekly magic show, and was selected by
the Travel Channel as “One of the BEST Magic Shows in America!”
For three years, he hosted “UnReal Radio” a weekly Sunday night radio
program where he interviewed not only ghost hunters and UFO experts,
but some of the top mystery performers in our industry. Many of his
podcast appearances are available.
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He’s taught magic to students all over the world
through his appearances on Scam School, Scam
Nation, and The Modern Rogue. World Renowned
Spoon Bender & Mystifier Uri Geller raves, “I promise,
Joe Diamond bends spoons better than I do!”
His lecture on Penguin Magic is one of the best
reviewed with a perfect rating of over 80 FIVE STAR
reviews!

Joe will share stories about his lifelong career of being
a working mentalist and bizarrist from a young age,
how he was able to make bizarre magic work in more
commercial environments, and how he successfully
runs his weekly mentalism/bizarre show from the

haunted Dole Mansion, Crystal Lake, IL.
Check out his 2021 Halloween shows

Jamie Salinas- Magician, paranormal and seance specialist.

Jamie Salinas is an award winning entertainer who experienced a near death experience in his early teens.  It
was this life changing event that gave Jamie a glimpse of the
other side.  This traumatic event created a spark that would
lead him to seek out information about the paranormal and
make contact with the other side.

Jamie has conducted seances in known haunted locations with
very good results.  This interest in the paranormal has also
gotten Jamie into the collecting of strange and unusual haunted
artifacts.  These artifacts are often used to make contact with
the spirits.  Jamie has also participated in paranormal
investigations.

Listen to Scott Wells interview Jamie about "Half Halloween"
and on The Magic Word

Moderator Christian Cagigal splits his time between San Francisco and
New York City: Magician at Speakeasy Magick at the McKittrick Hotel in
NYC, Co-Producer for Odd Salon NYC, Owner of the San Francisco Ghost
Hunt, and Co-Founder of Fog City Magic Fest.

Cagigal has twice been named a Finalist for the Theatre Bay Area Award
for Best Solo Performer, recipient of a Mastermind Award by the SF
Weekly, and five-time winner of the Best Magician of the Bay Award by the
San Francisco Bay Guardian.

His previous shows include, the popular Pandora Experiment, the
long-running OBSCURA, the secretive happenings of The Collection, and
the critically acclaimed Now and at the Hour which has been seen in New
York, Montréal, Chicago, New Orleans, Minneapolis and San Francisco –
all shows originally produced by EXIT Theatre.
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Christian has consulted for A.C.T.'s MFA program, Shotgun Players, Crowded Fire Theatre Company, Marin
Shakespeare Company, EXIT Theatre, Wilderness, and Tilted Frame.

Members and visitors are encouraged to perform after the lecture---Halloween theme or other styles.
These lectures are free to all current OMC members.

SCARY QUESTIONS FOR OUR PANEL

1. What is the scariest thing you ever experienced? It can be a real life
happening, a place, a movie, a play, a radio or TV show, or story you
read, etc.

Tiffany: “Scariest thing I've experienced is having to walk through the wax
figure room at the St. Augustine's Ripley's Odditoroum (I'm terrified of wax
figures).” (It’s not like being there but several people have posted video tours.)

Christian:” The clown doll chocking the kid under the bed in
POLTERGEIST.”

Joe: “PSYCHO as a kid, & THE BABADOOK as an adult.”

Jamie: “Right before I started my Paranormal Experiences at an bar in
Downtown Houston, I decided to film an actual ghost hunt with Scott Wells.
We were the only people in the building and were upstairs complete with EMF
meters, audio recorders and infrared cameras. We asked if there were any

spirits present and the video camera batteries went from 80% to zero and shut off. Then we heard a chair slide
across the floor behind us. The audio recorder captured our reactions as we really were surprised and scared.

I immediately checked the building and no one else was in the
building at the time this happened.”

2. What are  your favorite spooky magic effects?

Tiffany: “I love haunted keys or anything with a compelling
ghost story. “

Jamie: “My favorite is a version of a living dead test that I perform at the beginning of my paranormal shows. It
is at this point when I see the audience contemplate that the dead do speak. I cover several variations to Living
and Dead tests in my Paranormal lecture notes.” (Write him at jamie@magicbyjamie.com for more info)
The Oakland Magic Circle Newsletter
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Christian: “I still love the classic “severed finger” in a small box that I learned as a kid. And kids are still doing
it.”

Joe: Haunted Key, Pendulums, & Eugene Burger’s Séance with Glorpy & Out To Lunch.

MIKE CAVENEY FOLLOWUP

What a great lecture on the history of sawing in half!  Thanks Mike Caveney.
The lecture was not recorded but you will learn so much more if you buy the book.
Now is the time before it sells out. Order the book here. This will surely become a collector’s item. You can
also pick up his other new book, Classic Correspondence from Egyptian Hall Museum IV.
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Mike told the amazing story of Rajah Raboid and Johnny Eck in more detail than I have ever heard before. The
book goes even deeper. Check out the Eck Museum.

A perfect compliment to Mike's lecture and book is this fascinating 5 hour video on the sawing in half
anniversary that is publicly available from The Magic Circle Unlocked. (It starts at about 15 minutes in.)
Read this 100th Anniversary NY Times article with Mike being quoted.

After the lecture we talked about the pop culture uses of "sawing in half" as pictured in the above visual article
and items like the knife sharpeners shown in the newsletter (pages 12-13). He showed a pair of bookends and
mentioned the now collectible Muppets salt and pepper shakers.

Orson Welles saws Marlene Dietrich in FOLLOW THE BOYS. Watch the scene here.

For your information there has been an update to the Sawing in Comics and Cartoons page.

Explore Mike’s website here.
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MAGICAL RESOURCE OF THE MONTH- Happy Halloween

There are Halloween Superstores and online suppliers of incredible (and often expensive) props.

Spirit, Halloween Express, Party City, and Grandin Road are a few examples where you can get ideas for settings.

The professional Halloween attraction operators buy from places like Dapper Cadaver Distortions, and The

HorrorDome,

But it is more fun to Do It Yourself as these sites offer inexpensive and fun DIY ideas.

You’ll be surprised at the themed things you can find at

dollar stores that a little creativity will put to good use.

There are great items for giveaways too instead of candy.

And the day after the holiday expect huge savings, usually

50% off at the Halloween stores (often bigger discounts at

Home Depot, Target, Walmart and drug stores). Then you

will be ahead of the game for next year but often you will

find props that can be incorporated into your act anytime.

One of the best online sources of bargain Halloween

shopping fun is Oriental Trading.

Visit a Haunted attraction.

Operating Year Around:

San Francisco Ghost Hunt (Christian Cagigal)

SF Chinatown Ghost Tours (Cynthia Yee)

Winchester Mystery House in San Jose (with All Hallows

Eve specials throughout October including “Houdini’s

Spirited Escape” and  Aiden Sinclair’s “Necromancy” and “Cartomancy” )

Seasonal

A sampling of high tech experiences:
Fear Overload Scream Park in San Leandro
Pirates of Emerson Haunted Theme Park in Pleasanton
DeadTime Dreams in San Jose
Night Terrors in Richmond
Halloween Haunt at Great America in Santa Clara

Blind Scream Haunting in Santa Rosa
Terror Vault at the Mint in San Francisco
Fright Fest at Six Flags in Vallejo
Virtual Reality Haunted House in Walnut Creek
Howl-O-Ween Haunt at Evil Vines Cemetery in Napa

A national list of haunted attractions.

Community based and local hauntings throughout California here and here.
The SF Chronicle offers a list of alternative Halloween events.

If you are really serious about getting into the Halloween business you will be overwhelmed at trade shows like
Transworld’s Halloween and Attractions Show (March in St. Louis with a Virtual Trade Show anytime),
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Hauntcon (2022 postponed but “Resources” are free and fascinating), Halloween & Party Expo (January in Las
Vegas) and Midwest Haunter’s Convention (in Milwaukee) are a few. Here is a “complete” list.

These are for professionals and registration can be expensive. For the Halloween lover who wants to meet
others and get ideas, the fan-centric Spooky Little Halloween offers a list of such gatherings. The list is a few
years old so check each event’s website  link for the current status. There is a lot more fun ideas on the site.

Haunts is an aggregator site with much to explore.

So let’s get out there and scare people.

SPOOK SHOW POSTERS AND PHOTOS
If you have not read Gary Meyer’s short history of Spook Shows, “Ghosts on the Loose” you will

learn about the shows popularized by Bay Area veterans  like Ormond McGill and Arthur Bull

(“Francisco”) whose troupe included late OMC members like Dick Newton, Dan Solo, Phil

Alexander and Pete Biro.  The article has illustrations, videos and many references for further

study.

Here are some additional images.
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FALL AND WINTER MAGIC AUCTIONS AND SALES
Fall and Winter bring some major magic auctions with highly desirable equipment covering the gamut  from
close-up to stage illusions.  Many of the pieces offered are of the greatest interest to collectors but it is
fascinating to look at the offerings.

If you do, you may well see things you have, or had in the past, with prices that astound you.  Did you have a
U.F. Grant “Mystery of the Pyramids” once upon a time?  Cost something between twelve and twenty dollars
when you got it?  In near-fine or better condition they can go for $300 these days.

Potter & Potter, the largest of the auction houses specializing in magic, has two auctions scheduled in the near
future.

On October 30, Potter will be auctioning the first part of the Ken Klosterman collection (and there will doubtless
be several other parts to follow). You can download the catalog here.
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This should be worth watching even if bidding isn’t of interest.  Much of Ken’s collection consisted of
association pieces – not merely a Die Box, for example, but Alexander Herrmann’s Die Box (lot # 104 in the
current auction).  Prices realized are expected to  be monumentally high.  Robert-Houdin’s Light and Heavy
Chest (lot #34) is estimated at $50,000 to $100,000, for example, and Karl Germain’s Blooming Rose Bush (lot
#95) will probably go for well over the estimated $30,000.

On December 11, Potter will offer the Bob Rossi collection with an emphasis on Dunninger artifacts, ephemera,
books and memorabilia.  One piece of particular interest – the Houdini forcing bible.  Inscribed by Houdini to
Dunninger.

Haversat & Ewing held an auction in September.  Largely memorabilia, posters and ephemera but with a fair
representation of  apparatus. Not as pricey as the upcoming Klosterman auction but interesting nevertheless.
The catalog, including prices realized can be viewed here.

Jim Rawlins of Magic Collectibles just completed a two-part auction of vintage Abbott equipment with several
pieces going for reasonable prices.  Jim conducts auctions every three or four months, so he’s worth keeping
track of.

Abbott’s has a reverse auction in progress at the moment. You can see the current offerings here. Prices in a
reverse auction are fixed, that is, there’s no upward bidding.    There's a time cycle involved as well.  If items
don't sell at the asking price  by the end of a cycle, the price is reduced by a fixed amount or percentage.
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Joe Long sends out lists about twice a month with an emphasis on Magic Wagon, Thomas Pohle, Maigro,
Limited Edition Magic. Unlike an auction, if you pay the asking price you get the item.

Joe usually makes photos of his offerings available and he links his lists to performance videos whenever
possible.  Pictures from Joe’s October 5 list can be seen here.  He’ll  put you on his distribution list if you write
him. josephl608@aol.com

Not an auction but on October 20 the American Museum of Magic will be hosting an on-line presentation by
John Cox on Houdini apparatus :

“What apparatus and props of Houdini’s have survived? What has been lost? And what might just be
waiting to be found in an attic near you? John Cox is a speaker and writer with a self-confessed Houdini
obsession who is the man behind the popular “Wild About Harry” website.”

Tickets sold in advance at $10 on their website .
Become a member and don’t miss out on future events.
(Information provided by John Owens)

PCAM VIRTUAL CONVENTION
Following the success of last year’s one day Pacific Coast Association of Magicians Virtual
Convention, Shawn Farguhar and team are putting together another magic-packed day on Saturday,
October 23 from noon-8pm PDT.  Registration fee is a donation (minimum $5 but give what you can).
Register here and take your chances on the surprise guests. There is also a magic contest. Details
here.

MAGIC IN THE BAY AREA

Many performers are having success with Virtual Shows and some are once again

doing in person shows.  Support your local magicians.

Links for info and tickets  are underlined and in blue or red.

LOCAL CLUBS, LECTURES AND MEETINGS

If you are a Northern California magician or club and would like to be listed here, please send

information to GaryMeyerEDF@gmail.com

The Joshua Jay Lecture presented by Misdirections Magic Shop on October 21 at Marrakech

Magic Theater is SOLD OUT.  You can check with Joe Pon for possible cancellations.

IBM Ring 216 Presents

DATE: Wednesday, October 13  2021
TIME: 7:30 p.m. PDT (Zoom room opens at 7:15
HOW: Live online via Zoom- link to be sent to members in adance

More info can be found on the club website and stay up-to-date on the Facebook page.

==================
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Silicon Valley Society of American Magicians Assembly 94
Meeting to be announced.

Info and updates at Facebook
==============================

S.A.M. 112, Diablo Assembly meets the third Wednesday of each month at 7pm. Write to Germar

germagic2@aol.com to be put on the mailing list. The website needs some updating but the basics are there.

S.A.M. 112 hosts the Society of Young Magicians where young wizards can perform and learn. It is usually
the third Monday. Zoom link. https://hangouts.google.com/call/xHHXATtBTQk3NVLQGv3NAAEA For more
information contact Subash subashshibu8256@gmail.com. They love having other magicians join them to do a
trick or two and/or teach an effect.

Other info on local clubs can be found on East Bay Magic though it is somewhat out of date. Many clubs have
suspended meetings during the pandemic.
===================================

VIRTUAL SHOWS, LIVE SHOWS & LOCAL MAGICIANS

If you are not listed here but would like ot be, contact garymeyeredf@gmail.com

Rick Seedman will be in town on Tuesday at 7pm to perform at the Magic Patio, with an intimate (only
20 seats available) performance of his "Wild West Card Show". In the show, Rick takes you through a
brief history of card gambling and then amazes you with his sleight-of-hand-based deceptions and
demonstrations.

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/rick-seedman-at-the-magic-patio-tickets-185081221917

=========

Gerry Griffin has reopened the California Magic Club in Martinez. October brings Kerry
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Ross, Hank Morfin, Al Skinner, and Alex Ramon. Schedule here. Full info here.

Harry Potter and the Cursed

Child reopens at San Francisco’s

Curran Theater on January 11, 2022.

The show has been reimagined and

will be a single production rather

than two parts at different times. Info

and tickets here.

Jay Alexander is going strong every Friday, Saturday and
Sunday at The Marrakech Magic Theater has reopened!
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Get tickets here.

Ace Miles presents Jack Spareribs

Alex Ramon continues his free live virtual show Every Saturday night at 8pm PDTand each week the show is

different.

News on Facebook.  Zoom links are here.

You can schedule a party with Alex as the virtual magician. Introduce him to your non-magic friends. There is

no cost but donations are accepted. Check it out.

Paul Nathan has reopened The Great Star Theater with a mix of live shows and movies. Check the schedule.
DArk Kabaret and Frank Oliver’s Twisted Cabaret Halloween Spooktacular promise unique
variety acts.. Keep up-to-date with the Great Star Theater at Facebook and ask to be placed on his
entertaining mailing list: paulnathan@me.com

San Francisco’s Magic Patio is taking a break. Watch for upcoming dates for Andrew Evans’

Illusions of Grandeur and Vodvil. Special events like Rick Seedman (above) occur.

Highlights from recent virtual performances can be seen on the YouTube channel. Sign up to be notified of

new shows
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.

Monterey Magic Club features Robert Hall and Jon Armstrong in October each performing nightly for two week
runs. Matt Marcy and Kalin & Jinger are set for November.  And for a different kind of magic  visit the Salvador
Dali Exhibit while there.

Susan Zeller, The Magical Storyteller is now available for
booking live virtual magic shows for private and corporate
clients. She also does charity shows. Susan combines
magic and song. She can be contacted through her
webpage at Susan Zeller - The Magical Storyteller or by
gmail at susan@susanzellermagic.com. She also
periodically does virtual shows that are posted on
Facebook.

Mystique in Folsom offers an intimate dining and magic experience for 18 people at a time. Ryan Plunkett
Andrew Goldenhersh through October. See the entire calendar through December..

Is he Big Al Catraz, Cousin Otis or Not That (St. Nick) Guy? You’ll need to follow Glen Micheletti to find out who
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and where he is next on Facebook or his website.

Chris Herren is offering regular virtual shows  and magician interviews on his
Facebook page.

And watch a new short documentary about how he came to be a magician.
For more visit his website.

Jack Alexander has a collection of exciting videos
and sizzle reels for his very original act, Exposed
here.
Visit his website.

California Magic Club
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But Gerry Griffin writes: “I'm very excited to introduce my new website focused on teaching the fine art of magic.
As a subscriber, you get exclusive access to a private collection. New content is posted weekly! No matter your
level of expertise, this ever-expanding library is based on 40+ years of real-world experience. Get started
today!

Supporting other magicians is a big part of my life’s work. When I look back at the mentors who helped me
become who I am today, I am forever grateful. Teaching others is part of my passion for the fine art of magic.

It is an interesting approach for only $10 a month.
Check it out and read his terrific blog posts.

Want to talk magic shop? Want to work on something for your virtual shows? Need help with Zoom
/ OBS? Just needing some human interaction? Come join in.
MONDAY NIGHTS @ 11PM (PST)
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87506257565?pwd=OFQ0c3VwbUF6OWpqam8vem9tOTJIdz09
Meeting ID: 875 0625 7565  Passcode: insomnia

The magicians are back at Pier 39 in San Francisco. Look for favorites Big Al Catraz,
Frank Olivier, Frisco Fred Anderson, Ryan Kane, Jonathan Strange and recent
Chicago transplant Patrick Livingstone. THe location of performances varies during the
pandemic. Look for them at the front of the Pier near the Sea Lions until the  larger
back tage area is available.

Heather Rogers, recent OMC lecturer, is a magician,
comedian, motivational speaker and much more,
creating very special shows for corporate clients.
Her public appearances are rare but worth the wait.
See why.

Frank Olivier's magic, juggling, comedy and vaudevillian surprises can
be enjoyed on Funny Fridays that will resume soon.

Frank Olivier’s Twisted Cabaret Halloween Spooktacular will play at The Great
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Star Theater Oct. Friday Oct 29,Saturday October 30 &Sunday October 31.

Tickets at http://TwistedCabaret.com

Check for updates streaming live on Facebook

The San Francisco Magic

Studio with Frisco Fred.

Brad Barton, Reality Thief is back with a brand new episode to his interactive online magic show! Imagine if Mr.
Rogers had his own Late Night Talk Show inside of Pee Wee's Playhouse, but then one weekend they decided
to broadcast it from inside a surreal futuristic Art Deco designed nightclub.
Your home is the theater. Your screen is the stage. Bring a deck of cards with you and the magic will happen in
your hands! Performing live and in person, Brad will share brand new magic, created just for this experience, with
a healthy dose of comedy and fun. Broadcasting this month's online magic shows LIVE from one of San
Francisco's most beautiful night clubs.

New dates to be announced. Follow him on Facebook for info.
Watch the delightful new trailer for the show.
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Ryan Kane has moved to The Big Apple--at least part-time.. We will miss his energy but his virtual presence
continues. Check for lectures and events on his Facebook page.

Tips and Tricks with Ryan Kane now has 30 short videos posted.

The Mostly Magicians Virtual Open Mic with guest hosts every Wednesday live at 6pm PDT. Info, details

and sign up to perform.

Christian Cagigal’s San Francisco Ghost Hunt presents Virtual Ghost Hunt Fireside Stories with Magic. Updates
on Facebook.
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Magique Bazaar - Follow Michael Stroud and Genii Perry on Facebook.

Mike Della Penna creates WONDER and LAUGHTER with family magic performances
that are equal parts PLAYFUL and ASTONISHING! His wife has written a children’s
book, The Giant and the Elf based on a magic performance by Mike. In addition to
personalized livestream shows and teaching magic, he has a busy schedule of Virtual
Magic and Variety Shows. Future shows will be announced here.

Dan Chan and Family -Get mystified with some fun magic & mind reading demonstrations from
father-and-son duo, Dan Chan and James Chan — then learn how to mystify your friends yourself as they teach
you a few of their favorite tricks for beginners.
Dan is working with AirBnB to offer online magical experiences.

Information and booking here. for “Powerful Mindreading & Magic'' group shows through September..

Dan Chan and family continue offering virtual shows while trying to decide when it is the right time to return to
his popular dinner shows. Dan recently was featured on several podcasts including the “Road to Growth:
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Success as an Entrepreneur," “The Accented World,” and “This is Your City,” where his son James previously
held court for a great conversation about being a very young performer.

Kevin Blake’s Virtual Magic is available to be booked for your

group.

Kevin Madden has been leading a

national USA tour of magic and

vaccination events featuring

Kevin the Cap and Ash K. Follow

their unexpected adventures on

Facebook.

Brian Scott is available with mystifying
magic and illusions.
Keep up-to-date on his Facebook page.
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More info here.

Perry Yan is an award-winning magician known for

unique twists on both his magical effects and balloons.

Currently he is concentrating on private events and

parties, live and virtual. Check him out.

PATRICK MARTIN is a Master Illusionist and Comedian--From top
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Fortune 500 company gatherings to plush private parties, Patrick Martin dazzles audiences
with wit, charm and mind-blowing magic. Meet him here.

David Gerard’s interests in the mystery arts range from close-up
sleight-of-hand to on-stage mental demonstrations. His unique blend of
illusion, story, and humor has left adult audiences gasping and laughing
all across the country.. Find out more.
And don't miss him on Friday, October 8 at the Sound Room in

Oakland. Tickets and info here.

San Jose Magic gathers professionals to teach magic on November 1. Info.

“Empress Yee and the Magical History of Chinatown” is a special new film about
Cynthia Yee, a magician, burlesque dancer, entertainer, educator, tour guide, all-around
mover and shaker and bender of traditional norms, born, raised, and still creating magic
in San Francisco’s Chinatown. Showing Saturday, October 9 in San Francisco. Info and
tickets.

JADE rarely does public shows, concentrating on corporate gigs but if you

keep looking you might be lucky to catch a live show by this

award-winning magician  in the future. In the meantime check some of

her videos online and her website.
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Under Hypnosis by Isa Bagirov at the Palace of Fine Arts on Saturday, November 6. Info (in

Russian so scroll down to English).

For many more magic, mentalism and variety shows and magic classes check Eventbrite and Goldstar,

Remember---if there is an virtual show admission price it is for your household. Some performers even allow

you to invite another houehold. Always read the details. And watch shows from around the country by changing

locations in the filter.

A good place to check many performers for updates is The Magic Oracle, a beautifully

designed website highlighting magic around the world with a page covering many

San Francisco area regular shows—when they return to the stage.

When you have an upcoming show or know of one in the Bay Area please Email us the
information to be listed. Include title and performer, date, time, location, a short blurb, website link, &
a publicity photo or graphic. All submissions must be sent in by the third Tuesday of the month for the
following issue. Email Gary Meyer, Newsletter Editor, at garymeyeredf@gmail.com

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA MAGIC DEALERS

Have you ever said, “I wish we had a local magic shop?”
Well---we do and please support them or we might lose them, especially in
this difficult time. Some have social distancing in-person hours and all will
gladly take your order on the phone or from their websites.

MISDIRECTIONS MAGIC SHOP - 1236-9th Avenue (near Golden Gate Park), San Francisco. (415)
566-2180. Locally owned and operated by Joe Pon with a terrific supply of your magic needs,
lectures, private lessons and a place for magicians to gather. The physical store is open 12-3
Tuesday-Friday and 12-5 on Saturdays and Sundays--- with social distancing. They do mail and
phone orders. If he doesn’t have it, he will get it for you. Tell Joe that OMC sent you.
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Weekly posts on Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook offer suggestions for virtual
show effects. Gift Certificates are available (wink wink, nudge nudge) You can purchase Maximum
Entertainment and Mnemonica mentioned by Magical Nathaniel in Five questions and get a 10%
discount with any orders of $30 or more if you are a member of OMC
Watch “Is this the last real magic shop?”
Read about April Halog’s visit to Misdirections.
Hoodline interviews owner Joe Pon.

BYRON WALKER BOOKS - OMC member and long-tine book dealer has about 4000 books in stock
covering magic, mentalism, gambling and bunco, juggling, and ventriloquism. He always stocks the
newest titles and has the rarest of volumes. This is a mail-order business based in San Leandro.
Byron will bring books to the OMC meetings upon request (when they are back in person) but for now
is doing mail order, has good prices and a deep inventory of both the newest books and hard-to-find
vintage volumes. He accepts PayPal. Call him at (510) 276-1854 or email byron.walker@comcast.net
Get a 10% discount with all orders of $40 or more if you are a member of OMC.

HOUDINI’S MAGIC SHOP - Beach Street & The Embarcadero, Pier 39, San Francisco The local
branch of a national chain located in resort hotels and amusement parks oriented to tourists but
always worth a visit if in the area.

BOARDWALK MAGIC -400 Beach Street, Santa Cruz. Joshua Logan’s labor of love has an excellent
selection and demonstrators who are serious about their craft. Surprisingly good selection for a tourist
location and they will happily special order.

ZUCCHINI’S TRICK ‘N THINGS - Monterey Canning Company, 711 Cannery Row # H, Monterey.
Oriented to tourists with mass market magic, jokes and games but the demonstrators are having fun
and love a visit from other magicians. Worth a visit if you are at the Monterey Aquarium.

GRAND ILLUSIONS - 7704 Fair Oaks Blvd, Carmichael This family run business started by Steve
Johnson and his parents in 1988 carries magic, costumes, puppets, makeup, special effects, juggling
gear, novelties and more. They are having a “going out of business sale” with plenty of bargains but
only online. It looks like they will lose their building by mid-January. Steve is also offering Teach-Ins
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so get on his mailing list.

EVANGELINE’S COSTUME MANSION - 113 K Street, Sacramento A fun shop of over 4800 square
feet of basic magic tricks and a huge selection of novelty items, jokes, wigs and just plain fun.
Upstairs are two floors filled with accessories and every imaginable costume.

---------------------------------------------------------
The greater Sacramento area has become a home for magic companies but you can’t buy retail from
Murphy’s Magic. Look at their offerings online and ask your favorite dealer to order for you. Penguin
Magic and L&L Publishing are also based there and Ellusionist is based in Petaluma, but they do not
have storefronts and are mail order warehouses only. They all offer informative newsletters and
occasional free stuff. But order their products from your local dealer.
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